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DESCRIPTION

73780

2011 Clos Erasmus Laurel

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$49.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Dark cherry color with violet reflections. High robe, bright with abundant tears on the glass. Intense, expressive and concentrated aromas,
round and enjoyable. Black fruit prevails and then gives way to floral notes, spices, toasted notes (which after a while become more roasted)
and deep mineral nuances. Bulky and powerful attack. A fleshy red wine, with abundant fruity aromas, very tasty, with an unctuous palate.
Excellent acidity and ripe tannins. Long, balanced and very persistent finish." - Reviewed by: Producer

73292

2013 Alvaro Palacios Camins del Priorat

$21.99

N/A

N/A

"The evolving seriousness of Terrasses eventually left room for 'Camins del Priorat.' Alvaro Palacios had never wanted to be known solely for
expensive "trophy" wines, and with Camins, he found the opportunity to create something special. Drawing on his wealth of vineyard sources,
Alvaro is aiming to produce a wine that is affordably priced, but which also stays true to his vision of Priorat-powerful but elegant,
approachable but restrained." - Reviewed by: Producer

74557

2011 Acustic Celler Ritme

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Deep ruby. Powerful, mineral-accented cherry and dark berry aromas are complicated by notes of anise, pungent herbs and floral oil. Lush
and expansive, offering intense bitter cherry and blackberry flavors lifted by a zesty mineral nuance. Shows excellent energy and focus on
the youthfully tannic finish, which leaves sweet dark fruit and spicecake notes behind. Give this extremely young wine some air or cellar
time." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

74125

2008 Marco Abella Mas Mallola

$49.99

N/A

"Dry, schisty aromas of cherry and spice are reserved and elevated. This is a bright wine with juicy acidity and complexity. Flavors of baked
berry fruits are minerally at the core, while the finish is smooth, mature and steady, with lasting purity." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

